
An appreciation of some of the
adhesives currently Oil offer to the

discerning model maker, in three parts,
by [an Peacock

A huge selection
of adhesives are
available to the
modeller, these
are a few!

Not all 'white wood
glues' are the same,
here is a small
selection of available
brands.

There are many areas within our
c;:hosen hobby that can catch out
the unwary. Some, in fact, seem to

have been deliberately orchestrated to
make our life difficult None, more so
than in the field of adhesion, for this is
an area fraught with misunderstanding,
as one advertised claim is countered by
another. Of course, in the 'good old
days'(7) one only had the use of such
regulars as Balsa Cement, with all of it's
attendant problems, although that did
offer us the pleasure (7) of sitting in the
classroom on the following day, picking
the bits of dried glue off of one's fingers,
and flicking them at the kid in front!!

Today, teChnology has produced
chemical fixatives, that are so superior
in bond strenllth that they have all but
replaced traditional mechanical fixing
methods, such as nuts & bolts, riveting,
or even the welding of metals. The
range cif manufactured products has
never been so vast, which leaves us on
the edge of a veritable minefield,
through which we have to pick our
uncertain way.

Basically, the prime requirement of a
modelling adhesive is that of joining
parts together, and keeping them
together, at least for the duration of the
life of the model. It also presupposes
that the product should be easy to use,
have a strength at least equal to that of
the material being joined, and remain
stuck for a goodly period of time,
without degradation. (Particularly
important where the model is subject to

outside influences, such as heavy
. vibration, moisture etc., not to mention
physical abuse !l) If it does that, then
we have a good product.

Over the years, Balsa Cement has
formed the mainstay of the traditional
structured model. Today, this has all but
died out and tends only to be found in
a minority of very specialised
applications, where it's use is still valid.
Balsa Cement is a solvent based glue,
made up largely from cellulose based
products. It is reasonably quick to dry
(due to the evaporation of the solvents)
on porous woods such as balsa but
takes for ever to dry with most other
timbers, for once the edges have dried
out solvent entrapment drastically
decreases the ability to allow the
remaining solvent to evaporate.

The adhesive has moderate
shrinkage, will fill small gaps, but is
difficult to use on overly large areas
due to its fast rate of evaporation.
Today, the most commonly used
adhesive for general wood structures
is the PVA type of white wood glue.

White wood glue
No~ there is white glue and there is
white glue! Virtually every
manufacturer worth his salt markets a
white glue of one sort or another. White
glues are water based vinyl products
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that dry by the evaporation, or soak
away, of the water content. As water
soaks rapidly along the grain, even in
the harder timbers, the setting tune is
moderately fast but not too fast as to
prevent positioning (or even
repositioning!) of the joints.

Drying times vary considerably, from
brand to brand, upon environmental
conditions, (Le. temperature and

,..--t\umidity), and upon the type and
3rdness of the wood. In general,

about an hour is the norm before the
joint can be handled, although full
hardness will take considerably longer.

PVA glues are cheap, clean, virtually
free from unpleasant odour, and
generally easy to use. Against this
must be balanced the following snags.

1.) With one or two specific product
exceptions, PVA is not waterproof when
dry. This restricts it's usefulness on
some types of application, and one
should definitely avoid its use on model
boats!!

2.) PVA dries clear, but to a rubbery
consistency. This is of major
importance where the outer surface of
the joint has subsequently to be
refinished with abrasive papers. The
use of such papers will often cause the
abrasive to 'pick up' the edge of the
glue line, and form irregularities in the
surface finish. In worse case scenarios,
the glue can actually be pulled right out
~he joint. Many brands, particularly

,e household and DIY names, use
(.cavy bodied fillers to bulk out the
glue, reducing curing times, cutting
costs, and often reducing the overall
strength. These factors are usually of
little consequence to us, but if they are,
say, in a given specific area, then help
is at hand. Most companies, specifically
manufacturing to the 'trade', or to the
equally specific model and craft market,
formulate their white glues to
endeavour to give us the advantages
that we seek. Faster 'grab' times, (Le.
the time by which we can handle the
joint, even if the full cure is far from
complete), good gap filling properties,
and a modicum of sand-ability.
However, having said all that, no PVA
adhesive is -ever going to dry rock hard
and sand-able.

Aliphatic resins
More recently, the use of Aliphatic
resins has become more widespread,
and many of the aforesaid model and
craft manufacturers market these
glues. Without going deeply into the
realm of industrial chemistry, let us just

simplify things, and say that Aliphatic
resins are really just a form of yellow
PVA. Of course, things are never that
simple, and the industry's chemists
have sweated long hours over the
development of these adhesives. In
layman's terms, however, these resins
can be used in exactly the same way as
PVA, with the notable exception that
they dry yellow, hard and can be
sanded without problem. Now I'm sure
that I am about to be deluged with
letters from chemists the world over,
complaining about this
oversimplification and, maybe, if space
permits in future issues, some of the
finer points of the chemistry can be
amplified, but suffice for now to keep it
simple.

By their very nature, yellow Aliphatic
resins contain more active solids within
the emulsion, and, therefore, contain
less evaporative content. The benefits
of this are reasonably obvious. Less to
evaporate, usually means a faster
drying titne. More solids usually mean a
greater strength, with the result that
much less glue is needed to provide the
same strength, for any given joint. Less
solvent to evaporate usually means that
there is less shrinkage during the cure,
and a more water resistant joint
(However, even these glues are not
truly waterproof). Some of the less
obvious benefits include a much better .
performance at reduced temperatures,
which must be good news to those of
us who work in cold garden sheds,
garages and workrooms!

Another factor is that Aliphatics, in
general do not stain, a point that will not
go unnoticed amongst those of us
working in the more exotic timbers.
Furthermore, if it is your desire to stain
the finished product after assembly,
then Aliphatics can be stained over.
(Useful for inter-plane struts on early bi
planes !)

There are many other adhesives that
can be brought to bear on the
woodwork side of our hobby, and some
of these are also immensely useful in
other areas too.

Contact adhesives
Contact adhesives have a place in the
scheme of things and household
'names' such as Evostik and Copydex
spring quickly to mind. However, as
with the products already discussed,
most manufacturers of any note, will
have at least one or more contact
adhesives within their lists. Most

contact adhesives fall into two distinctly
different categories, solvent based, and
water based. The prime difference is
the ability to use water based products
(such as Copydex) on the types of
material that might easily dissolve in
the solvent based glues. A case in point
here is the widespread use of
expanded polystyrene foam as a
material for model making, Trying to
adhere foam to foam, or foam to other
materials with contact adhesives,
effectively rules out the solvent based
varieties, on the grounds that the
solvents themselves destroy the foam.
This, then, is an area where water
based contact glues reign supreme. In
recent years, there has also been
much concern voiced about solvent
abuse, and many of the major players
in this field have come up with contact
adhesives that are, quite deliberately,
non solvent based. However, like a lot
of aspects of the hobby, ours is a
"horses for courses' situation, and the
more serious model maker will have

more than one type of any of these
glues on his or her well stocked
workshop shelf.

In use, the technique with contact
adhesives, changes. No longer is the
glue applied to the joint and the joint

Above: Balsa cement

is not as popular as It

was. However, there
are stili some places
where It Is as
effective as ever.

Top left: Ordinary PVA
is fine for all wood

joints (hard and soft
woods), but tends to
dry rubbery -making It
difficult to sand.

PVA tends to come
out of the bottle in

quantatles more

suited for large
models, for small
applications. spply
the glue with ~
cocktail stick, or
smallsectlon balsa

strip.
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over the top adhesive, (strength wise).
is used primarily on the grounds of
compatibility!

Araldite, and other similar brands of
epoxy are 24 hour glues, the reaction
time being quite slow, and resulting in
superior bond strength. This elongated
sticking time, whilst undoubtedly
offering greater freedom for alignment
or rearrangement, made it less popular
to those modellers in a hurry, and
consequently, it was not long before the
industry produced faster curing
versions. (Araldite Rapid, for example!)
We now have a plethora of rapid
setting adhesives which, whilst falling
under the generic title of epoxy, in
some cases aren't. (This is not the
place to go into their specific chemical
make up. Just accept that they all
behave like epoxies, and therefore
may be considered to be epoxies).

The basic advantages of fast cure
epoxies, apart from the obvious quick
setting are that unmixed, they have an
almost unlimited shelf life, (like their
predecessors), there is no appreciable
shrinkage upon curing, and that
hardeners can be formulated to offer
specific cure rates. (Some modellers
might tell you that 5-minute epoxy
cures too fast to be of much use in

many instances! Large surface area
joints being a case in point.) Many
brands produced expressly for
modelling now offer more than one
speed of cure. Deluxe Materials, and
Westburys System 2000, to name just
a couple, offer 5min, 1-hour, and 24
hour epoxies, effectively covering all
requirements. Whilst in general one
should never mix resins and hardeners
from different brands, it sometimes is
useful to mix fast and slow hardeners
from the same brand in order to
provide a cure rate somewhere
between fast and slow. It goes without
saying, (I hope!), that this is done
before adding the hardener to the
resin! A bit of experimentation, here,
will quickly yield the knowledge that will
enable a variety of setting times to be
achieved. Because of the chemical

reaction that takes place between the A
and B parts of epoxy, which, once
started, is irreversible, the ambient
temperature plays a great part in the
timing of the cure. Raising the
temperature accelerates the cure and
reducing the temperature, slows the
cure down. Now, obviously the

Below: Mixed structural applications. PVA can be used on internal Joints (shown here

already applied to the ribs and spar; Allphatlc is preferred on the sheeting edge to I/e Joint,
due to the subseQuent need to sand thj~ Joint.

keep them away from fuel, as the
solvents in both diesel and glow fuel
may well soften these adhesives!
Within the exceptions already
mentioned, contact glues can find uses
in a wide range of jobs in an equally
wide range of materials, whether the
materials to be joined are the same or
dissimilar!

Epoxides
One of the strange misconceptions
within the model aircraft world, is that
which says, "You must use epoxy
adhesives for really strong wood joints!"
This is a major untruth, for in most
cases, epoxies do not make the best
joints with wood. If they did, then why
would some of the worlds best known
names in epoxy technology make quite
specific alternatives to join wood?
Many years ago, the Daily Mirror
launched the world's first home made

wooden dinghy, for the weekend sailor.
The makers of Araldite, at that time,
probably the best known epoxy,
produced, in large quantities, Aerolite
306, expressly for the thousands of
readers who built this boat. They
wouldn't have done this, if Araldite had
been the answer. Yet to say that they
are not really suited to wood does not
make them useless. Aux contraire, mes
amis, epoxies have a lot to offer in a
great number of instances!

Epoxides are a very different breed of
adhesives. Once more, a
generalisation is in order, and whilst
over simplistic, it is fair to say that they
consist of two dissimilar chemicals,
which when mixed together in the
correct proportions, react together to
form a third chemical. This third

chemical is tough, proof against most
solvents, and adheres well to most
materials. As stated, Araldite was the
first major household name, in epoxy
adhesives, and for some time reigned
supreme. Whilst epoxides do stick
wood, they exhibit little over proper
wood glues. They really come into their
own when sticking metals, whether
similar.or different, glass, rigid plastics,
and, surprisingly ~ expanded
polystyrene foamt In the lalter case, it
is not the superior strength of the glue
that is it's advantage, but the 8impl~

_ fact that the chemicals of the adhesive
. do not attack the foam. This is one of •

those oddball situations where a totally
- ~'" •.. " ,. t" .• ~;

brought together, wriggled about a bit
until alignment is correct, then clamped
in place. Contact adhesive, as their
name suggests, stick instantly when
they come into 'contact'. The approach,
here, is to lightly coat both faces of the
joint, then leave them to go touch dry ..
The time for this will vary from brand to
brand, and will be detailed in the
manufacturers instructions, but typically
will be in the order of between 5 and 25
minutes. At this point, the two surfaces
are brought together to form an instant·
bond. This instant bond is great for
rapid assembly, but does mean that
one only has one chance of getting it
right, and any misalignment during this
initial contact, cannot be rectified
afterwards. There are some brands of
contact cements that are advertised as
Thrixotropic, and, indeed, claim that a
degree of adjustment is possible at the
point of adhesion. If this matches your
needs, then these brands may well be
the answer to your problem. However,
if one is careful and plans the job
properly, then most ordinary contact
glues will work fine. What becomes
apparent when using this type of
adhesive is that they work very well on
large area, but are not so useful when
dealing with small areas, high stress
joints. This makes then suitable for
areas such as fuselage doublers, but

Contact glues are

great for large areas,
where an 'instant·

bond is needed.

However, you only get

one go at alignment,
so care Is needed

when bringing the two

parts together.

Contact adhesives are

not so commonly

used by modellers -yet
they do have a place
and a function for us.
Here are a selection

of typical brands.

Different versions of

wo.od glues are

becoming widely
available. Here are 2

each from Deluxe
Materials and MD

Products-Aliphatic

resin, better than PVA
In many cases; and

Superphatlc,used like

superglue, but dries
like an aliphatic.

g3i~~i~~MOo.~L~.~~_·YiIUn1~"321~sue6
g01- .•," ~:•. -:r_-:-:
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joints. Another fact widely unknown, Is
that the faster the· cure, the less the
strength. This is, perhaps a bit'
academic, for even this reduced
strength is usually far more than we
actually need in the joint for most
model oriented jobs. One more, is that
epoxides are exothermic, In other
words, as they cure, they produce heat
(particularly in bulk!). In the small
areas and thin films most usually
associated with model making, it
perhaps passes unnoticed, but in the
mixing pot or:if using the resins for
casting parts the temperature rise can
be alarming, if not even dangerous.
So, don't mix up more than you
actually need, (it's wasteful anyway!).
Prolonged storage life sometimes
cause these resins to cry"stallise.
Immersing the tube/bottle in warm
water usually produces revitalisation.
Also, of course, warming both
components this way ·before mixing,
produces two effects. First, the
chemicals will become more runny as
they are warmed, which in turn makes
them easier to mix thoroughly, and
causes the resultant mixture to flow
easier into a joint. (Less of a use if you
want the mix to 'hang' on a vertical
surface prior to jointing!), so you win
some and you lose some!! Secondly,
as has been stated already, the
warmth will speed up the cure, which
again, might be advantage or a snag,
dependant upon just what you are
doing! Another tip. to revitalise
crystalline resin is to add a few drops
only of methyl alCohol, or acetone.
One could go on forever on the subject
of epoxides, looking at their other uses
in wing skinning. surface preparation,
and as a preparation for surface
painting, to name but three!

However, we seem to have run out of
space this month, so perhaps we can
come on to other two-part adhesives in
the next issue! RM

Epoxy adhesives are
available from a wide

number of sources,
ranging from model

specialists, through
the DIY and domestic

varieties, to the

Industrial suppliers.

Two-part adhesives
need accurate

measuring out and

thorough mixing.
Some epoxides come

In 'twin' syringes, to
aid mix accuracy.

Epoxldes are great for

foam -they are gap
filling and do not
attack styrene. PVA

can be used on foam,

but takes a long time

to cure. Epoxy does
not add anything

strengthwlse, in foam
applications, but It Is

chemically
compatible.

~perature of ones workshop will tend
lake a mockery of titles such as '5

rTlln' or 'I-hour' on bottle labels, but one
will soon become conversant with the

poHife and curing times of any
particular brand when working in your
own environment.

The gentle application of heat will
assist in speeding the cure (especially
useful with 24-hour epoxies), but one
should not overdo it! Some epoxies,
even fast-cure ones, seem to take
forever to cure in really cold
environments, (remember when you
broke your model on a cold day last
winter!!). However, there are some
really smart chemists out there, and if
you investigate product lines expressly
aimed at the modelling market, then
you may well find that this, together
with some other problems, have
already been overcome. The more
general household and DIY product
lines may well not have addressed
these problem areas, for they are
aiming at a much wider customer base,
and may well consider that the needs
of such a small minority of their
clientele not worth the cost of

.,:?~veloPrl!e:nt and marketing. Much the

same might be argued about the major
industrial manufacturers, whose turn

over exceeds that of the total hobby.
market, many thousand fold! As we
said, definitely a case of 'horses for
courses!'.

Deluxe Materials products, among
others, have been developed with
modellers in mind, to the extent that
their fast setting epoxies work much
better at low temperatures than some
other brands. They also market an
epoxy that exhibits. a much stronger
bond at higher temperatures. Glues
such these are of immense help to
those of us working on custom built
silencers, for the adhesive will stand
the sort of running temperatures
associated with the exhaust manifolds

of patrol and diesel engines. All epoxy
adhesives break down at elevated

temp'ilratur'ils, but some do it higher
than others. Just shop around, if this is
one of those specific areas that
concerns you .
.There are all sorts of myths

surrounding adhesives, and none more
so than with epoxldes. One already
mentioned, is that surrounding their
usea$ a wood glue,in high $~ress .

"-:;!"""'.:._-- -.
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Through thick and
thin

Super Glues.
Probably the greatest revolution in the
entire adhesive business has been the
introduction of super glues.

Despite the fact that many modellers
are still wildly cautious about their use,
I first encountered adhesives of this
type, demonstrated industrially, back in
the early 1960's. Modelling colleagues,
whose work embraces the medical or
dentistry field, have been using them
for almost as long,

Again, the chemistry involved with
adhesives of this type could fill a book
in it's own right, and this is not really
the place to investigate this angle.
Industrially and medically, they are in
widespread use for a variety of different
applications and, as so often is the
case, the product produced for the
average domestic use, often bears little
resemblance to the 'specialist'
products. Because of the tremendous
width of formulations for cyano
adhesives, the best results may not
occur with either the domestic varieties
or those of higher industrial standards,
Instead, those cyanos produced
expressly for the hobby industry, may
well have the characteristics that we
seek. Even then, it is all too easy to get
caught out, for just because they
appear in a model, or craft wholesalers
catalogue, it does not automatically
follow that they were expressly blended
for our tasks.

An appreciation of some of the
adhesives currently on offer to the

discerning model maker, in three parts,
by Ian Peacock

As we saw last month, the whole
subject of epoxy adhesives is a
complex one, but before we pass

on to other adhesives, we should take
a look at another two pack glue, which,
when it first appeared on the market,
was thought to be an epoxy (you
certainly mixed it and used it like one!).

Stabilif Express.

standards, its chemical formulation
might seem a bit old fashioned, but the
fact that it is still in widespread use,
says much for it's continued
usefulness. In general, Stabilit Express
is to be preferred for many applications
where rigid plastics are involved. One
of the more common plastics to which
epoxies have orily a marginal
adhesion, is polyester glass (more
commonly referred to as 'glass fibre'),

Stabilit Express, from the German and parts for models moulded in 'glass
chemical giant Henkel, is a fibre' will benefit by being stuck with .
resin/hardener mix, just like epoxy. Stabilit! , To stay within the generalisation of this

, One part is a thick liquid in a tube, Today, of course, there are many article, there are two major forms of ,
while the other is a powder. When ' . such acrylic adhesives, both on the these that are available to us, Runny,
mixed,.the adhesive reaches handling' 'modelling front 'and from the specialist and Thick!. The primary glue is the
strength in around 20 minu'tes, . industrial suppliers. If this is an area . runny (thin) version and it'presupposes

. al;hough of course, full cure takes a lot that looks as though it will solvesome ·,_.that the joil}ts are an extremely g~od fit
I~:>ngerlStabilit is, in fact, a peroxi,de . of your more pifficult adhesion 'Sf:':.;':<, for !he glue to wor.k,for this forn,pft.he··
C~{;~.-I~,acryl~c,a.?h~si~eof ex~e"~nt .<~. ::.0', probler:ns,.t~el) it,\o'JIIIpa~ you ,!o.ta~e_~F glue h.a,svirtually n9g~~ fi)lirl9 :'f'i.~·'<,'-;,
bv.'~~.p9.Pr.vpMI~~..~y}pdays~,.· ..: '.::,:.,...:c1oser.lOOK, at.th~se proauct;;. ".,::):".. :i{::.;;..propertles. Only the mlnlmum.aI1)Qunt,,;:.

~"'>R~ri2~~_jici~i~~;!;;<;;""-,~...,..,..'.•~"'-...."". ·ee,"" .,.',., , , ..

So you thought
there were only
two brands of

'10, right?·
,Ig! here are

just a few of the
types available on
the UK market.
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ALL cyano's have a
definite shelf life.

Larger bottles are
only economic if you
are going to use it all

before it goes off!
Some brands, like

Pacer, package In a

number of sizes, so

that you can buy
enough, but not too

much, for your own
personal
requirements.

5 Star Products lire

relatively new to the
modelling scene. their
range is wider than
most other suppliers,

suggesting that tlley
have been producing

for industry for some
time.

5tabilit Expre&s has

been .around a long
time, and many Of the
manufacturers have

acrylic glues as geOd.
However, Its use is
widespread,

particularly In Europe,

where plastic
fuselage& are more
prevalent, and has
stood the test of

time.

of the tube. When the tube eventually'I;
becomes too short to be of use, simply .
replace it with a new bit! .;

The prime problems with runny super
glues are that they require a good joint
for them to work, and that it is all to
easy to stick one's self, either to the
joint or to another part of one's self!
This latter point stems from the very
origin of the adhesive, which was to
stick soldiers back together, during the
Vietnam war. It is not the problem that
the media often make it out to be (you
must have seen newspaper stories of
people stuck to toilet seats etc.), for
there are many chemicals that aid it's
release. Most major players in this
field, actually market de-bonding
products alongside their glues. Failing
this, common products, such as nail
varnish remover, will often soften the
adhesive sufficiently to effect it's
release. Just remember not to panic if
you stick your fingers together -just go
about undoing the unwanted adhesion
slowly, and gently. I've been stuck up
many hundreds of times, and have
never taken more than 5 minutes or so,
to deal with the problem. even in the
worst cases.

The 'not such a good joint' can be
addressed quite simply, use the thicker
variety!

Thicker cyano adhesives have mild
gap filling qualities. and have a slower
cure, usually in the 15 to 30 second
region, allowing a marginal amount of
time for adjustment Even thicker super
glues are available from some sources
that take this philosophy further, and
some brands offer the adhesive in gel
form, which comes out of the tube a bit
like the balsa cement mentioned at the

start of this story. In this form, the glue
tends to stay where it is put rather than
running away, and greater gap filling
and longer cure time go hand in hand.

Whilst not subscribing to the
philosophy of poor fitting joints, (after
all, the name of the game is 'get it
right'!), some cases give you no choice,
and gaps have to be filled! A useful
trick here, is to use some fine powder,
worked into the gap with a finger or
spatula (what do you mean, you
thought they where the same thing?),
then add just one drop of thin cyano.
There will be a puff of smoke. a few
smelly fumes, and you will have a filled
gap that is as hard as steel. Most fine
powders will work, and some suppliers
actually offer such a product as part of
their range. Failing that, try raiding the
kitchen cabinet for some baking
powder!

A glue for all
reasons

. When fully cured, cyano adhesives are
far stronger than most of the materials
to which they are stuck. On wood, for
instance, broken test pieces always
exhibit signs of the wood still adhering
to the glue joint. Whole models, indeed
whole full-size aircraft, can be made
with cyano, despite the fact that many
will still jig up with cyano, and then
reinforce the joint with PVA, or

allow the accurate placement of tiny
drops of glue, but in practise, it is still
too easy to have excess glue flood out.
Other brands supply 'non stick' capillary
tube to fit into the nozzle, to assist in
controlling this one drop application.
Despite all of the manufacturers efforts,
these fine nozzles do tend to block up,
and in regular use, the fine capillary
tube has been found to be the most

satisfactory route, tip blockages simply
being dealt with by cutting off the end

of the glue is needed (often as little as
one drop, depending on the size of the
joint I). Large, wet puddles are both
wasteful and expensive. Furthermore,
they do nothing for the strength of the
joint. Adhesion, if all of the
requirements are met, is almost
instantaneous. Super glues seem
expensive, a small bottle often costing
several pounds, yet applied carefully,
they cost around a penny a drop. Most
brands have finely tapered nozzles to
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Cautionary
No.1 ..:Se Careful
when"usi"g'cyano on
Iitht ~tr"ctitres. Thin
Cy"nOwill wick along
:1./16" sq. balsa fora
couple of Inches &
can easily stick the
fingers holding the
wood, to the wood.

Cautionary Tale
No.2...Some cyano's

«-~e 'fogging' when
1 with cockpits or

Ol,..ler transparencies.
Some manufacturers
have special canopy
glue in their ranges.

Cautionary Tale
No.3...Not all cyano's
work well on plastics.
Some don't like the
vibration that occurs
••.••..a thin plastic cowl

this. If In doubt 
seek advice and
always do a test on
some scrap material.

Aliphatics. Cyano adhesives weigh
practically nothing, and therefore are
particularly sought after by those of us
making the sort of flying models, where
the very weight of the glue used in the
construction, can have an adverse
bearing on the final flying performance.
However, like many other adhesives,
many brands dissolve polystyrene foam
and some even melt rigid styrene,
making them unacceptable for use with

:. " .·~Irfix'; t~pe kits. Again, this is a general

·:;f~~f~;<:;,t~)~:?~.::>,r-,:.>~;..: . 'J","':';';- .' .
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statement for, because of the very
width of different formulations now

available, there can be the very one
that you need, even if it takes a bit of
ferreting out to find the relevant '
stockists! As an example, one may
care to consider just one brand, Pacer,
whose brand label "Zap" hosts a wide
variety of goodies. Here you will find
the traditional thicK and thin cyanos, '
but in addition you will see extra thick
and gel formulations. Also in t,he

range, there are cyanos expressly
formulated for use with plastic kits, for
polycarbonates (plastics which are by
no means easy to glue satisfactorily!);
and for joints that require some degree
of flexibility, as in situations where the
joints maybe subjected to vibration
when the finished product is in use. Not
surprisingly, they, like others, market an
"odourless" variety, especially suited to
those of us who find the fumes from
conventional cyanos distasteful or even
the cause of allergic reaction. (Some
people find that the odour of cyano not
just unpleasant but that it can cause
the eyes to water and the nose to run.
This effect rarely carries any danger,
but it can be an extreme source of

nuisance!).

Stick, unstick...
Equally unsurprising is the fact that the
company market debonding agents,
epoxy glues, and a host of other
products. There are other companies
like Pacer, whose products are
specifically formulated to help us
overcome our sticky problems, and
most can be found in the specialist
model retailers. However, this is not to
say that other industries are lacking in
the width of products on offer. Major
suppliers to industry, with names like
Dunlop and Loctite, also cover many of
our requirements. Go shopping in
engineering supply stores to find these
product lines. The domestic, office and
home markets are not neglected either,
with household names like Bostik and

Evo-Stik coming quickly to mind. Most
companies, whatever their chosen
market, now offer wide ranging product
lines, and now spill over to markets
outside that of their core business. this

is good news for the modeller, for there
is today, greater choice than ever
before.

Alongside most cyanos, you will find
reference to 'accelerators'. Some of

these have exotic sounding names
such as 'Zip-Kicker', and some not. In
essence, these spray-on liquids, most
usually packaged these days in the
ubiquitous pump bottle, are used to
assist the cure of cyanos. Most of you
who have used these super glues will
have come across that awkward joint
that just doesn't want to stick. The
application of the accelerator will
solve this problem 99 times out of
100! Accelerators may be sprayed
onto the surface to be stuck, before
the application of the drop of glue, to
effect an instant bond, or the
adhesive can be applied first, bringing
the joint together, then the merest
spray to set the adhesive off. Visually,
the small puff of smoke that comes
off, confirms the cure, and It is this
smoke that sometimes brings tears to
the eyes, A useful tip here, is for
those of you who run out of
accelerator when the shops are shut.
Dissolve a spoonful of household
washing soda in a cupful of warm
water and spray that on instead. Allow
the liquid to dry, then apply the glue.
Methylated spirit may be used in
much the same



Final part of [an Peacock's review of
adhesives for modellers

PVAderivatives that
are 'soft & rubbery'
when cured, make
them ideal for

sticking fabrics &
PVC canopies to
aircraft.

Special adhesives,
for special jobs
Despite the tidy human trait of trying to
pigeon hole things, adhesives are too
wide a subject to get stuck into en bloc!
There are a great many that have such
specific advantages that they cannot
simply all be lumped in together. Take
for instance those varieties of PVA's
that are formulated to dry soft, clear
and rubbery on purpose. Many of these
find quite specific uses within the field
of model making. They are of particular
use in sticking fabrics, and will adhere
well to certain plastics, PVC, for
instance, which make them particularly
useful for fixing canopies in place. Then
we must not neglect those PVA
derivatives that are expressly
formulated for vse by young children.
These glues have the definite bonus of
washing out of school clothes!! The hot
glue gun has It's place in the scheme of

things too, although today, the myriad
of differed sorts of glue sticks, have
largely given way to the more universal
types. More recently, we have seen the
development of the 'cool' hot glue gun.
This has come about due to the needs
of schools, and young people generally,
where the temperatures reached by
conventional glue guns are sufficient to
burn little (and sometimes big one's
tool) fingers. Hot melt, and even the
new cooler melt adhesives are pretty
much universal glues, and can be used
to join many basic materials, including
paper and card, wood, some metals
<lnd plastics, rubber, leatli()r, ston(), and
many fabrics. Unlike many of the
adhesives that effect a permanent cure,
tllese adhesives will re-soften when
heated to the correct temperature, for
as many times as you like. Needless to
say, they are of little use in the higher
temperature bonding jobs, for this very
reason.

Stick, unstick!
Occasionally, though, jobs come along
where the requirement is to soften the
glue and move the work piece later in
the construction sequence.
Repositionable glues are not that
common, but hot melt glues work well
under this sort of situation. Other

repositionable adhesives can be found
packaged in aerosols. 'Scotch' brand,
from the 3M's company will yield some
interesting sticky stuff. Names such as
'Scotch mount', among others, will be
available from stationers and
photographic shops, as well as the
better stocked craft stores. These spray
on glues cover as wide a product range
as any other type, and offer not only
repositionable adhesives, but glues that
can be sprayed straight onto expanded
polystyrene foam without damage.
Check each product type out carefully,
though, for not every aerosol packaged
glue has the same specification, and
many will destroy foamed styrene.

Another widespread use of
repositionable adhesives, is that of
holding pre-cut paper stencils in place,
when airbrushing. A light spray over the
back of the paper with, say,
Scotch mount will hold the stencil firmly
in place, yet allow it's removal, and re
use, on the other side of the model.

Other 'odd' adhesives include such

things as sticky tape, whether single or
double sided. These almost common

place products are often largely ignored
by the serious modeller, yet in the right
situation they can be quick, effective,
and economical. Try using tapes for the
fixing of veneer to cut foam wing cores,
for eAample! Also try taking a sideways
look at products like Blu-tack or
Stick'n'fix, for whilst we all tend to think
of them as simply something
temporary, with which to display the
Christmas cards, those of us equipped
with any lateral thought at all, will
quickly find other, more interesting
uses. I upset the model boating
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fraternity, some time ago, by using Blu
tack to mount the electric motor in a
radio controlled launch, definitely not
the correct engineering approach.
However, the problem of fixing a
basically cylindrical object into a 'V'
shaped space was not an easy one. It
was exacerbated by the fact that the
angle of the 'V' changed quite
markedly over the length of the fixing
area, and that the cylindrical motor
needed to be mounted at an angle.
Using a large lump of Blu-tack, enabled
all of the conflicting curves and angles
to be met without recourse to complex
measuring, cutting and sticking 
perfect alignment occurring first time.
Furthermore, and as an added bonus,
the flexibility of the Blu·tack absorbed
all of the vibration, from the motor and
it's coupling, and also took care of the
starting torque. Not at all a bad bit of
sideways thinking!

~tick sticks
.lother regularly used adhesive

around the office is the solid glue
stick. Prit-stick has become the

generic term for this type of glue,
although there are lots of other brands
on the market. Most of these

adhesives are best suited to sticking
paper and card, although they have
found uses elsewhere. Most of them
are white, or clear, and in some
instances this produces some difficulty
in seeing exactly where you are going
when applying the glue. Bostik have
come up with a clever answer to this
problem. Their Blu-stick' as it's name
suggests. is a blue solid glue stick
affording immediate visibility during
it's application. However. as it dries.
the colour disappears. and it actually
dries clear. These glues are only water
soluble whilst wet, so if you get any on
your clothes. they need to be washed
at once, and definitely before the glue
goes off. On the subject of colour, and

,r-the difficulty in seeing where you are
oing, large expanses of expanded

polystyrene foam, being brush or roller
coated with Copydex, posed a similar
problem. Simply adding a couple of
drops of food colour. pinched from the
kitchen cupboard, removes the
problem. Now you can see exactly
where you are. Mention was made
earlier of Copydex, which for decades
has been the primary adhesive for
bonding balsa or veneer skins to cut
foam wings. This contact adhesive
does not have to be mated after the
15-20 minutes associated with most
other contact adhesives. It can be left

for quite long periods between it's
application, and it's actual contact
joining. This can be of benefit when
producing several sets of wings, either
in short run production or when
producing small quantities as, say, for
a club or school project. Once more,
the passage of time has seen many
other suppliers come up with their
own brand of adhesive for this job,
and many of the better known
modelling brands of 'sticky stuff' are
now able to supply products of this
nature.

What about
welding?
So far we have only looked at sticking
things together. What about chemical
welding?

Well. a great deal of our modern
worid is made from plastics, and
many of these plastics have now crept
into our hobby. Rigid styrene, ABS,
PVC. polycarbonate and many others
are in regular daily use. Of course,
many of the adhesives already
discussed can be satisfactorily used
with modem plastics. However, certain
of these plastics melt under the attack
of certain solvents, and one needs to
be careful how and where these

solvents occur. Drop the top from an
old ball-point pen into a small jar of,
say, cellulose thinner, and overnight it
will dissolve completely. Now, we, as
wide awake modellers, can make use
of this phenomenon and turn it to our
advantage. The majority of serious
'Airfix' kit builders, these days, have
abandoned the traditional 'poly'
cement in favour of the current
generations of liquid glues. These
are no more than a cocktail of

carefully blended solvents, mixed to
provide a fast evaporating liquid
capable of actually melting the plastic.
Most of these products have the
consistency of water, (although some
are a little thicker), and as such can
be applied with great accuracy with

the tip of a fine
paintbrush or a hypodermic
needle. In essence. these
solvents actually melt the
edges of the plastic.
causing them to
physically weld together.

Other plastics,
particularly those found
around the home, may well
be suited to this form of

joining together. PVC guttering
and down pipes. for instance, are
joined 'special' PVC cement which, if
you watch it in action, actually softens
the plastic surfaces, and welds them
together as the solvents evaporate.

As you may by now have gathered,
the whole subject of chemical
bonding could fill this magazine,
several times over. I can only offer
my apologies to you, the reader, if
I've missed out your favourite
product. My apologies also go out to
those manufacturers that I have

missed out either through my own
ignorance of their products,
restrictions of space in this feature, or
those who simply failed to provide us
with the details of their products,
when asked.

Maybe this will not be the last of
such dissertations on this subject and
if you have Ideas. advice. or just plain
criticism, then please write to me clo
the editor, - for your comments might
just be the start of the next article.

Glues in aerosol cans

are extremely
convenient (from
domestic and

industrial suppliers),
but be sure to check

them out before use.
Some melt foam·
some don't!

'Weiding' plastics is

easy when you have

the right solvent.
Cans on the left and

right, are industrial

supply, for welding
PVC and ABS. In the

centre are model

shop items, more

suited to joining rigid
styrene mouldings.

Hot glue

guns come in
a wide
variety of

styles &
sizes. These

two, well
used, are from
the author's own

workshop.
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foam wing skinning adhesives. Copydex is the traditional standby, but
model suppliers also market suitable varieties.

Food cOlourings can be added to Copydex & similar 'white' latex

adhesives in order to make it easier to see where you are going.

J. Perkins Distribution Ltd.
90-96, Greenwich High Road, London. SE10 8JE. Tel:-0181 692 2469.
Distributors of both their own and other brands, to the model and craft
outlets.

Ripmax Plc.,
Ripmax Corner, Green Street, Enfield. Mddx. EN3 7JS. Tel:-01 81 8048272.
Distributors of specialist hobby adhesives to the model shops.

Irvine Engines,
Brunswick Way, New Southgate, London. NIIIJL. Tel:-0181 361 1123.
Distributors of the Deluxe Materials range of adhesives to the model shops.

Loctite U.K.,
Watchmead, Welwyn Garden City, Herts. AL7 1JB. Tel:-01707 331 277.
Manufacturers and distributors of a wide range of model and household
adhesives.

Dunlop Adhesives,
Chester Road, Birmingham B35 7AL Tel: 01213738101
Manufacturers and distributors of a wide range of specialist industrial
adhesives.

Pacer Technology,
15 Robert Way, Wickford, Essex. SS11 800. Tel: 01286 560 888.
U.K. distributors of the "Zap" range of adhesives.

Devcon,
Brunei Close, Park Farm, Wellingborough, Northants. NN8 3QX.
Tel: 01933 675 299.

Manufacturers and distributors of a wide range of industrial and household
adhesives

Bostick Ltd.
Ulverscroft Road, Leicester. LE4 6BW. Tel: 0166 251 0015.
Manufacturer and distributor of a wide range of industrial and household
adhesives.

----';:1ne of the newer glues from Deluxe materials is 'Superphatic'. as well

as having multitudinous other uses, it is 'magic' at repairing split and
'lifting' veneer.

Evade Ltd.,
Common Road, Stafford. ST16 3EH. Tel: 01785 257 755.
Manufacturers and distributors of a wide range of industrial and household
adhesives.

Humbrol Ltd.,
Martleet, Hull. HU9 5NE. Tel: 01482 701 191.
Manufacturers and distributors of their own brand of adhesives to the model

shops and to the home DIY market.

Westbury Products Ltd.,
Armour House, Brunswick Square, Southampton. 5014 3AR
Tel:-01703 335 386.
Suppliers of special adhesives for the model maker. Normally found in model
shops supplied by J Perkins.

Robbe Schluter U.K.,
51, Sapeote Road, Burbage, Hinckley, Liecs. LE10 2AS. Tel: 01455635151.
Suppliers of Stabilit Express to the model shops.

3M United Kingdom Plc.,
3M House, PO Box 1, Market Place, Bracknell, Berks. RG12 1JU.
Tel:-01344 866 275.
Manufacturers and suppliers of a very wide range of adhesives, from the
specialist
industrial side to the domestic, art and craft and domestic market.

There was a young modeller
called Dick,
Who coul"n't 8 ••t nuffink
to stick.
He tried glues wide and far,
Both from tubes and from jar,
And eventually lost his cool
and nailed the bU"y thing
together!

Please don't just phone up- try the
retail outlets first. But if you come up
against a dead stop, then by all
means contact the manufacturer or
distributor. direct.

This is by no means an exhaustive
list but it should be enough to be of
assistance. If I've missed your
company off of the list please drop me
a line, with your brochure, and I will do
my best to make amends.

Finally, I would just like to leave you
with this passing thought- RM

Most model makers are interested

enough to source their own material.
However, even the cleverest of us
shouldn't say NO to a helping hand.
The majority of the adhesives that we
have been talking about can be
bought readily. Some will be found in
the High Street (Stationers, Office
Suppliers etc.), others can be
purchased from model shops, arts
and crafts shops, or even the local
hardware shop.

Industrial adhesives will probably be
found in Engineers Suppliers (try
looking m the Yellow Pages, there is
bound to be just such a supplier near
you!), whilst the majority of the major
brands will be seen in the large DIY
stores.

However, as we have seen there
are a lot of specialist products out
there, and the following list might be
of use!

Postscript.
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